Monday 26th February 2018

REF: Hydro EJAL jacking system

Virgin Atlantic has been using the Hydro EJAL tripod jacking system at London Heathrow for many years and we have recently purchased an additional set to complement our operation at London Gatwick.

The EJAL system has been successfully used on all our fleet including A340, B747, A330, B787 and will be used on our new fleet of A350 thus continuing to bring a safe level of efficiency to our jacking operations.

The system saves a significant number of hours on each jacking and introduces the potential to reduce the numbers of engineers required to complete the task. The EJAL jacks are safer to operate and in our experience have been 100% reliable.

VAA would highly recommend the EJAL system to any airline or MRO that are looking to invest in a tripod jacking system.
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